We have had a very interesting week. This week was full of highs and lows. Very little in between. This coming week, as far as I can see, will definitely not be an easy one. I only know that from what happened this week many people formally asleep in an undefined content sleep will start to feel their imaginary world starting to crumble from the top down and from the bottom up. I am begging Am Yisroel take stock of your lives get rid of all the desire for the unnecessary Gashmius and come back to Hakadosh Boruch Hu.

To all of my fellow Jews that are sure that you are very Frum but in actuality your Frumkeit is bordering on Gashmiusdikeit, get rid of your Avodah Zorah which is called by the name Egel Hazahav. I know it's hard, almost impossible to get rid of something so strong as the Yetzer Hora in the dress of materialistic pleasures that you interpret as your way to Mitzvos because you give charity from it. This is only the Sitra Achra fooling you into thinking that because you give some charity or even a lot of Tzedakah you are Tzaddikim. In reality you are still bowing down to your idols which is the Gashmius. If, however you take off your Sheitel and your makeup and your tight clothing your bright, colorful clothing and exchange your sheer stockings for thick stockings and wear shoes that don't make noise when you walk in them, certainly not high heels. If you take all of this and you also eliminate your frivolous parties, some even done to raise charity, and your un-kosher pastimes etc. and you burn it and destroy it on the altar of complete Teshuva, then you have nothing to fear in the difficult happenings that are going to come upon the world as a whole in the very near future. Every Jew that wants eternity will have to give up their wayward ways and come back completely to Hashem. The charity will not help you if you're living a life that is more like a Goy then a Yid.

We are moving fast now towards the end and I beg my brothers and sisters, Jews all over the world, I am talking now to the so-called Chareidim who belong to a community called Chareidi but who's pastimes don't always fit the lifestyle of so-called Chareidim and certainly does not make in very many cases Hashem very happy. This is the time of Birur who will live and who will die. There is such a thing as death and such a thing as a different kind of death. One that is, Shelo Neda a final death. (It shouldn't be the end of any Jew, Kareis.) Another type of death which is just a moving from one reality to another, from this world to the next. However, I beg all Jews that call themselves and feel themselves Jews, especially the ones that feel and call themselves Chareidim and Ma'amim, the whole world is being judged.

Every human being as well must take stock who he is and where he is going. Only the real Jews and few selected Goyim will be able to do Teshuva. If you have any kind of love for Hashem in your heart then you are more likely to be a real Jew. But it's not enough to be a true Jew. You have to live like a true Jew.
Whoever is a fake Jew, not a true Jew is Erev Rav and will not be able to do Teshuva. A true Jew will be able to do Teshuva however even if his heart and soul doesn’t seem to want it. Hashem will force him in the hardest way to do Teshuva. He will have no choice but it will be extremely difficult and even frightening depending on how much stubbornness the Jewish Neshoma has accumulated throughout the history of the world since Adam Harishon. So Am Yisroel take my warning seriously, change your outward appearances to that of a Tzniusdik woman and even the men in many cases have thrown off their more Jewish look for a more non-Jewish appearance. Sit down and make a Cheshbon Nefesh by yourself and think about all your Aveiros. Think about them until you have tears in your eyes and feel broken. When you feel very broken search in your mind and in your heart for a connection with Hakadosh Boruch Hu who is your Creator and your Father. Beg His forgiveness for your arrogance and for your Aveiros. Feel remorse in the strongest way until you’re sobbing because you feel so bad that you could have gone against your Creator and His Holy Torah and not only that but by your appearance and your social standing you have helped others to go in the wrong way.

A woman for example could try very carefully to keep many of the Mitzvos and give much charity but be dressed with a blonde human hair expensive Sheitel and tight revealing clothes with jewelry dangling from every place and think that she is a good Jew. She has a very big Aviara that’s hard to do Teshuva for since she is careful not to be Mechalel Shabbos, she’s careful about her Kashrus except of course when they go out to eat in a restaurant where it is very hard to guarantee Kashrus. These ladies will not even know, will not be sensitive to the fact that every day they are committing terrible Aveiros not only for themselves but because of their high standings in the community they are being used as examples of what, Chas Vesholom, “true Yiddishkeit” should be. A blonde Sheitel and tight clothing that are bedecked with much jewelry, makeup and thin see through stockings etc., cause other women to want to look and act like such a lady. In reality a woman like this causes other women to fall down low in Tznius and Kedusha because such dress attracts the attention of the opposite gender and causes many Aveiros to happen especially when together with this kind of immoral look you add to it all kinds of entertainment that have become regular parts of so-called Frum Jewish homes (televisions iPhones computers etc.). True this does not affect every single person it goes by levels. There are women that think they are Tzniusdik because they wear relatively long skirts and their sleeves are down to their wrists and for the most part cover their collar bone, however many of these ladies are bedecked with flowing curly wigs not blonde but black or dark brown with a bit of makeup so they don’t look too pale and they are sure they are Tzniusdik. They have good hearts trying to be good mothers they remind their children to say Brachos. But their emphasis is on materialism. This is a huge barrier between a person and Hakadosh Boruch Hu. Their children are educated by them to love Hakadosh Boruch Hu but to also love the Egel Hazahav, this is a big problem. Am Yisroel it has always been the women
that have saved the day in the end for Yiddishkeit. Sarah Imeinu, Rivka Imeinu, Rachel and Leah, Esther and Yehudis etc. have been the strong ones to keep their families and their communities from total destruction whether physical destruction or spiritual destruction. Therefore, I am addressing the women particularly. Your husband may go to learn all day or work and learn. He may be careful to Daven three times a day and do whatever he is supposed to do. However if the wife is worshipping the Egel Hazahav, even though she is sure she is not, she should look in the mirror and realize that she does not look like what a Yiddishe woman should look like. Even if you think that you can't change because your husband won't like it or because you're going to look “dowdy” not “with it” then the only place to be with is with Hakadosh Boruch Hu. You have to look at yourselves in the mirror and be embarrassed and change! The people that we want to be like are the Imahos the Avos and all the Tzaddikim and the Tzidkanios that have ever lived. We are not supposed to be in any way like the Goyim. Only this separation has saved Yiddishkeit through the generations. Those who have not meticulously kept Hashem’s direction have disappeared and we, at least many of us, are the remnants of those who kept their Yiddishkeit no matter what!

Now there is going to be another selection which will invalidate the claims of many Jews Frum and not Frum, that will prove that they do not come from Jewish origins. I beg you Am Yisroel sit down in a quiet place with no distractions and no disruptions and make peace with your Father in Heaven. Be ready to sacrifice the Egel Hazahav on the altar of Truth and remember Hashem will save every true Jewish soul. He will save us and we will have everlasting life, Netzach!